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FUBINI’S THEOREM AND NON-LINEAR CHANGES OF VARIABLES
OVER A TWO-DIMENSIONAL LOCAL FIELD
MATTHEW MORROW
Abstract
We consider non-linear changes of variables and Fubini’s theorem for certain integrals over a two-dimensional
local field. An interesting example is presented in which imperfectness of a positive characteristic local field
causes Fubini’s theorem to unexpectedly fail. The relationship to ramification theory is discussed.
1. Introduction
1.1. Summary
This paper considers the issue of Fubini’s theorem and non-linear polynomial changes of
variables for integration over a two-dimensional local field (that is, a complete discrete valuation
field F with residue field F a usual local field). Integration over such fields was first considered
by Fesenko [6], then by Kim and Lee [15]. Hrushovski and Kazhdan [9] [10] then developed
a very general integration theory on valued fields using model theory; their methods are valid
for residue characteristic zero (and sufficiently large positive characteristic). The author [16]
has reformulated Fesenko’s work to provide a new perspective which appears to be useful in
treating problems such as Fubini’s theorem.
A satisfactory theory of translation-invariant integration on algebraic groups over two dimen-
sional local fields should lead to significant advances in the representation theory of such groups.
Kim and Lee consider this problem in [15] and construct a translation-invariant measure on
GLn(F ). The methods of Hrushovski and Kazhdan yield all main results under the restriction
on the characteristic. The author extended [17] his methods of [16] to obtain a translation
invariant integral on GLn(F ) which lifts in a natural sense the usual Haar integral on GLn(F ).
A relation between this theory and quantum physics is evidenced by the two-dimensional
local field C((X)). Subspaces of this space such as C[X ] may be identified with subspaces of
the space of continuous paths in the plane. The Feynman integral is not understood rigorously
(see [12] for discussion of the problems) and measure theory on these path spaces may help to
explain it. Further evidence of the relations between quantum field theory and the measure on
these fields may be found in sections 16, 18 of [7] and example 5.6 of [16].
To extend the approach in [17] from GLn to an arbitrary algebraic group it is necessary to
have a theory of integration on finite dimensional vector spaces over F which behaves well under
certain non-linear changes of variable (for the GLn theory, linear changes of variable suffice).
Moreover, for use in applications, it is essential that Fubini’s theorem concerning repeated
integrals is valid. This paper considers the problem of establishing whether the equality
∫F ∫F
g(x, y − h(x)) dydx =
∫F ∫F
g(x, y − h(x)) dxdy
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holds for appropriate functions g and polynomials h. Moreover, the methods used appear to
be suitable for changes of variables much more general than (x, y) 7→ (x, y − h(x)). In the
first section of the paper we summarise the integration theory of [16]. Given a Haar integrable
function f : F → C, let f0 be the lift of f to F which vanishes outside OF and satisfies
f0(x) = f(x) for x ∈ OF ; functions expressible as finite sums of functions of the form
x 7→ f0(αx + a)
for α ∈ F×, a ∈ F , f Haar integrable on F , are said to be integrable on F . A translation
invariant C(X)-valued integral
∫F
is defined for such functions.
In the second section we discuss the extension of this integration theory to F × F . Given a
Haar integrable function f : F × F → C, let f0 be the lift to F × F which vanishes outside
OF × OF . Taking translations and scaling of such function by F × F and F
× × F× obtains
a space of functions similar to the analogous space for F . However, is appears that there are
many more functions Φ : F × F → C for which∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dxdy =
∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dydx;
that is, for which both repeated integrals make sense according to the integration theory of F
and the two repeated integrals have the same value.
The third section describes the action of polynomials on F . Given a polynomial h ∈ OF [X ],
and a translated fractional ideal b + tAOF ⊆ OF , we show how to write {x ∈ OF : h(x) ∈
b + tAOF } as a finite disjoint union of translated fractional ideals; here t is a local parameter
of F as a discrete valuation field. If a+ tcOF is one of these translated fractional ideals, it is
also important to understand the behaviour of the function
h : a+ tcOF → b+ t
AOF .
These results (indeed, the whole paper) are closely related to ramification theory of two-
dimensional local fields through A. Abbes and T. Saito’s theory of ramification for complete
discrete valuation fields with imperfect residue field; a summary of their theory is given towards
the end of section three, and further relations explained throughout the remainder of the paper.
The impetus of this paper is conjecture 5.1, which we rapidly reduce to the following: if f is
a Schwartz-Bruhat function on F × F , f0 is defined as above, and h ∈ F [X ] is a polynomial,
then surely ∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dydx =
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dxdy.
In section five the conjecture is shown to be true if h is linear or if all coefficients of h belong
to OF .
The technically difficult case of when h contains coefficients not in OF is taken up in section
six. Introduce a polynomial q ∈ F [X ] and integer R < 0 by the three conditions h(X) =
h(0) + tRq(X), q ∈ OF [X ], and q /∈ tOF [X ]. We give explicit expressions for the integral of∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dx in terms of the decomposition of sets of the form {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈
b+ t−ROF }; the conjecture easily follows if R = −1 so long as q, the image of q in F [X ], is not
a purely inseparable polynomial. When R < −1 calculations become difficult, and the function
y 7→
∫F
f0(x, y−h(x)) dx can fail to be integrable, meaning that the conjecture fails; however,
we present examples suggesting that the space of integrable functions could be extended so as
to remedy this deficit.
We then consider the possibility that F has positive characteristic and q is purely inseparable.
When R = −1 it is shown that∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dydx =
∫
F
∫
F
f(x, y) dydx
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but ∫F ∫F
f(x, y − h(x)) dxdy = 0.
So if f has non-zero Haar integral over F × F then the conjecture drastically fails. This fasci-
nating result provides an explicit example to show that the work of Hrushovski and Kazhdan
really can fail in positive characteristic, and we discuss its relationship with ramification theory.
In the final section we summarise the results obtained and discuss future work.
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1.3. Notation
F is a complete discrete valuation field whose residue field K = F is a local field (R, C, or
non-archimedean). We fix a prime t of F and denote its ring of integers by OF . The residue
map OF → F is denoted x 7→ x; the discrete valuation is denoted ν : F → Z ∪ {∞}. We fix a
Haar measure on K.
2. Integration on F
In [16] a theory of integration on F taking values in the field of rational functions C(X) is
developed. We repeat here the definitions and main results:
Definition 2.1. Let L denote the space of complex-valued Haar integrable functions on
K = F . Let L(F ) denote the smallest C(X) space of all C(X)-valued functions on F with the
following properties:
(i) For all f ∈ L, L(F ) contains
f0 : F → C(X), x 7→
{
f(x) x ∈ OF ,
0 otherwise;
(ii) if g ∈ L(F ) and a ∈ F then L(F ) contains x 7→ g(x+ a);
(iii) if g ∈ L(F ) and α ∈ F× then L(F ) contains x 7→ g(αx).
Functions in L(F ) are said to be integrable on F .
Remark 2.2. For f ∈ L, a ∈ F , and n ∈ Z, the lift of f at a, n, denoted fa,n, is the
complex valued function of F defined by fa,n(a+ tnx) = f0(x) for all x ∈ F .
It is easy to see that L(F ) is the C(X)-space spanned by fa,n for f ∈ L, a ∈ F , n ∈ Z.
The following is fundamental:
Theorem 2.3. There is a unique C(X)-linear functional
∫F
on L(F ) which satisfies:
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(i)
∫F
lifts the Haar integral on F : for f ∈ L,∫F
(f0) =
∫
K
f(u) du.
(ii) Translation invariance: for g ∈ L(F ), a ∈ F ,∫F
g(x+ a) dx =
∫F
g(x) dx.
(iii) Compatibility with multiplicative structure: for g ∈ L(F ), α ∈ F×,∫F
g(αx) dx = |α|−1
∫F
g(x) dx.
Here the absolute value of α ∈ F× is defined by |α| =
∣∣∣αt−ν(α)∣∣∣
K
Xν(α), and we have adopted
the customary integral notation
∫F
(g) =
∫F
g(x) dx.
Proof. See [16].
Remark 2.4. If fa,n is as in the previous remark then
∫F
fa,n(x) dx =
∫
f(u) duXn.
Example 2.5. This example demonstrates some unusual behaviour of the integral.
(i) We will first calculate the measure of OF . Note that chartOF = char
0
{0}, and so∫F
charOF (x) dx =
∫F
chartOF (tx) dx
= X−1
∫F
chartOF (x) dx
= X−1
∫
K
char{0}(u) du
= 0.
(ii) For a second example, introduce g1 = chartOF , and g2 = −2 chart{x∈OF : x∈S} where S
is a Haar measurable subset of F of measure 1; let g = g1 + g2. These functions are
all complex-valued so it makes sense to consider their absolute values (here | · | denotes
the usual absolute value on C, not the absolute value on F introduced in the previous
theorem). The following identities hold:∫F
|g(x)| dx =
∫F
|g1(x)| dx = 0
∫F
g(x) dx =
∫F
|g(x)− g1(x)| dx = −2X.
Proofs of these identities may be found in [16] example 1.9.
3. Integration on F × F
In this section we briefly explain repeated integration on F × F ; more details are available
in [17]
Definition 3.1. A C(X)-valued function g on F × F is said to be Fubini if and only if
both its repeated integrals exist and are equal. That is, we require:
(i) for all x ∈ F , the function y 7→ g(x, y) is integrable, and then that the function x 7→∫F
g(x, y) dy is also integrable;
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(ii) for all y ∈ F , the function x 7→ g(x, y) is integrable, and then that the function y 7→∫F
g(x, y) dx is also integrable;
(iii)
∫F ∫F
g(x, y) dxdy =
∫F ∫F
g(x, y) dydx.
Similarly, an integrable complex valued function f on K ×K will be called Fubini if and only
if both its repeated integrals exist and are equal.
Remark 3.2. Recall that the existence and equality of the repeated integrals of a complex
valued function on K × K does not imply its integrability on K × K (see e.g. [23, example
8.9c]) which is why we have separately imposed that condition. However, in our applications
we will restrict to well enough behaved functions for this subtle problem to be irrelevant.
Fubini’s theorem implies that almost all (in the sense of failing off a set of measure of zero) the
horizontal and vertical sections of any integrable function on K ×K are integrable. Therefore
any integrable function on K × K differs off a null set from some Fubini function. However,
there is no satisfactory theory of lifting null sets from K to F , so we restrict attention to Fubini
functions on K ×K.
Any function in the Schwartz-Bruhat space ofK×K is Fubini; recall that ifK is archimedean
these are the smooth functions of rapid decay at infinity, and if K is non-archimedean these
are the locally constant functions of compact support.
The main properties of the collection of Fubini functions on F × F are the following:
Proposition 3.3. The collection of Fubini functions on F × F is a C(X)-space with the
following properties:
(i) If g is Fubini on F × F , then so is (x, y) 7→ g(α1x + a1, α2y + a2)X
n for any ai ∈ F ,
αi ∈ F
×, n ∈ Z, with repeated integral
∫F ∫F
g(α1x+ a1,α2y + a2)X
n dxdy
= |α1|
−1|α2|
−1
∫F ∫F
g(x, y) dxdyXn.
(ii) If f is Fubini on K ×K, then
f0(x, y) :=
{
f(x, y) x, y ∈ OF ,
0 otherwise,
is Fubini on F × F , with repeated integral
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v) dudv.
Proof. The proof is straightforward; it may be found in [17].
Remark 3.4. The proposition implies that if f is Fubini on K×K, a1, a2 ∈ F , n1, n2 ∈ Z,
then the function g = f (a1,a2),(n1,n2) of F × F defined by
f (a1,a2),(n1,n2)(a1 + t
n1x, a2 + t
n2y) = f0(x, y)
for all x, y ∈ F is Fubini. The function g is said to be the lift of f at (a1, a2), (n1, n2).
Proposition 3.3 implies
∫F ∫F
g(x, y) dxdy =
∫F ∫F
g(x, y) dydx =
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v) dudv Xn1+n2 .
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4. Decompositions and ramification
In this section we investigate the action of polynomials on F and the relations with ramifi-
cation theory; the results hold for any Henselian discrete valuation field F with infinite residue
field:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose h(X) is a polynomial over F , that a + tcOF , b + t
AOF are two
translated fractional ideals, and that h(a+tcOF ) ⊆ b+t
AOF . Then there is a unique polynomial
ψ ∈ K[X ] which gives a commutative diagram
a+ tcOF
h
−−−−→ b+ tAOF
a+tcx 7→x
y yb+tAx 7→x
K −−−−→
ψ
K.
Moreover, degψ ≤ deg h.
Proof. There is certainly at most one function ψ making the diagram commute; but K is
an infinite field so if two polynomials are equal as functions then they are equal as polynomials.
So there can be at most one polynomial ψ.
We may write h(a+ tcX) = h(a) + tRH(X) where H ∈ OF [X ] is a polynomial with integer
coefficients, no constant term, and with non-zero image in K[X ] (i.e. not all coefficients of H
are in tOF ). We clearly have a commutative diagram
a+ tcOF
h
−−−−→ h(a) + tROF
a+tcx 7→x
y yh(a)+tRx 7→x
K −−−−→
H
K,
where H denotes the image of H in K[X ].
If A > R then the inclusion h(a + tcOF ) ⊆ b + t
AOF implies H is everywhere equal to
(b − h(a))t−R; but K infinite then implies H is a constant polynomial and hence is zero (since
H has no constant term), which is a contradiction. Hence A ≤ R, and we may easily complete
the proof:
If A = R then the desired commutative diagram is
a+ tcOF
h
−−−−→ b+ tAOF
a+tcx 7→x
y yb+tAx 7→x
K −−−−−−−−−−→
H+(h(a)−b)t−A
K,
where the lower horizontal map is the function u 7→ H(u) + (h(a)− b)t−A. If A < R then the
desired diagram is
a+ tcOF
h
−−−−→ b+ tAOF
a+tcx 7→x
y yb+tAx 7→x
K −−−−−−−−→
(h(a)−b)t−A
K,
where the lower horizontal map is the constant function u 7→ (h(a)− b)t−A.
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Definition 4.2. Suppose h(X) is a polynomial over F , that a+ tcOF , b+ t
AOF are two
translated fractional ideals, and that h(a+tcOF ) ⊆ b+t
AOF . The unique polynomial ψ ∈ K[X ]
which gives a commutative diagram
a+ tcOF
h
−−−−→ b+ tAOF
a+tcx 7→x
y yb+tAx 7→x
K −−−−→
ψ
K.
is said to be the residue field approximation of h with respect to the translated fractional ideals.
Remark 4.3. Regarding the previous definition, the translated fractional ideals will usually
be clear from the context. The constant term of ψ depends not only the sets a + tcOF and
b+ tAOF , but on the representatives a, b we choose.
When drawing the diagram above, we will henceforth omit the vertical maps, even though
they do depend on the choice of a, b. We will also follow the habit used in the previous lemma
of denoting a constant function on K by the value it assumes.
Much of this paper is concerned with the problem of explicitly decomposing the preimage
of a set under a polynomial and describing the resulting residue field approximations. Here is
a example to illustrate the ideas:
Example 4.4. Set q(X) = X3+X2+ t2 and assume charK 6= 2. The aim of this example
is to give explicit descriptions of the sets {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ t
AOF } for A = 2, 3, as well as all
associated residue field approximations.
Direct calculations easily show that if x ∈ OF , then q(x) ∈ t
2OF if and only if x ∈ tOF or
x ∈ −1 + t2OF . Further, the residue field approximations are
tOF
q
−−−−→ t2OFy y
K −−−−→
X2+1
K
−1 + t2OF
q
−−−−→ t2OFy y
K −−−−→
X+1
K
Similarly, if we suppose x ∈ OF then q(tx) ∈ t
3OF if and only if x
2 + 1 ∈ tOF ; and
q(−1 + t2x) ∈ t3OF if and only if x ∈ −1 + tOF .
If K contains a square root of −1, let i denote a lift of it to OF ; then
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ t
3OF } = it+ t
2OF ⊔−it+ t
2OF ⊔ −1− t
2 + t3OF ,
with residue field approximations
it+ t2OF
q
−−−−→ t3OFy y
K −−−−−−−−−−−−→
2iX+(i2+1)t−1−i
K
−it+ t2OF
q
−−−−→ t3OFy y
K −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
−2iX+(i2+1)t−1+i
K
−1− t2 + t3OF
q
−−−−→ t3OFy y
K −−−−→
X
K
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If K does not contain a square root of −1, then {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ t
3OF } = −1− t
2 + t2OF ,
with the residue field approximation given by the third diagram above.
We now turn to generalising the example to an arbitrary polynomial; for later applications to
integration the following results will allow us to reduce calculations to the residue field, where
we change variable according to the residue field approximation polynomials for example, and
then return to F .
The first decomposition result treats the non-singular part of the polynomial, and is really
just a rephrasing of Hensel’s lemma:
Proposition 4.5. Let q(X) be a polynomial with coefficients in OF , of degree ≥ 1 and
with non-zero image in K[X ]; let b ∈ F .
(i) Suppose that q(a) = b for some a ∈ OF and that q
′(a) 6= 0. Then for any A ≥ 1,
{x ∈ OF : x = a and q(x) ∈ b+ t
AOF } = a+ t
AOF ,
and the residue field approximation is ‘multiplication by q′(a)’:
a+ tAOF
q
−−−−→ b+ tAOFy y
K −−−−→
q′(a)X
K
(ii) Let ω1, . . . , ωr be the simple (i.e. q
′(ωi) 6= 0) solutions in K to q(X) = b; let ωˇi be a lift
by Hensel of ωi to OF ; that is, q(ωi) = b. Then for any A ≥ 1,
{x ∈ OF : q
′(x) 6= 0 and q(x) ∈ b+ tAOF } =
r⊔
i=1
ωˇi + t
AOF .
Proof. (i) is essentially contained in the proof of Hensel’s lemma and so we omit it. (ii)
easily follows.
We now consider the singular part, which is much more interesting and will be the root of
future difficulties:
Proposition 4.6. Let q(X) be a polynomial with coefficients in OF , of degree ≥ 1 and
with non-zero image in K[X ]; let b ∈ F . For A ≥ 1 there is a decomposition
{x ∈ OF : q
′(x) = 0 and q(x) ∈ b+ tAOF } =
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF
(assuming this set is non-empty i.e. that q(X)−b has a repeated root inK), where a1, . . . , aN ∈
OF , and c1, . . . , cN ≥ 1 are positive integers.
Proof. First suppose A = 1. Let a1, . . . , aN be lifts to OF of the distinct solutions in K to
q(X) = b and q′(X) = 0, and set cj = 1 for each j. Then the required decomposition is
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF .
We now determine the residue field approximation of q on each aj + t
cjOF as it will be used
later in corollary 6.6. So, for each j, consider the Taylor expansion
q(aj + tX) = q(aj) + q
′(aj)tX + q2(aj)t
2X2 + · · ·+ qd(aj)t
dXd
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where d = deg q. But q′(aj) ∈ tOF implies q(aj + tx) ∈ q(aj) + t
2OF for all x in OF , which is
to say that
aj + t
cjOF
q
−−−−→ b+ tOFy y
K −−−−−−−−→
(q(aj)−b)t−1
K
commutes, where the lower horizontal map is constant i.e. each residue field approximation
associated to the decomposition is constant.
We now suppose A > 1 and proceed by induction on A. Let u1, . . . , uN ∈ K be the distinct
solutions to q(X) = b and q′(X) = 0, and write
Wj = {x ∈ OF : x = uj and q(x) ∈ b+ t
AOF }
for j = 1, . . . , N . Since
{x ∈ OF : q
′(x) = 0 and q(x) ∈ b+ tAOF } =
N⊔
j=1
Wj ,
it is enough to decompose each Wj in the required manner, so we now fix a value of j, writing
W =Wj and u = uj.
If W is empty then we are done; else u has a lift to a ∈ OF such that q(a) ∈ b + t
AOF ,
and we now fix such an a. Using the same Taylor expansion as above, there exist ρ ≥ 1 and
Q ∈ OF [X ] such that q(a+ tX) = q(a) + t
ρQ(X) and Q(X) 6= 0; in fact, q′(a) ∈ tOF implies
ρ ≥ 2, though we will not use this. Therefore
W = a+ t{x ∈ OF : Q(x) ∈ (b− q(a))t
−ρ + tA−ρOF },
but also note that
(b− q(a))t−ρ + tA−ρOF = t
A−ρ((b− q(a))t−A +OF ) = t
A−ρOF
by choice of a. Therefore W = a+ t{x ∈ OF : Q(x) ∈ t
A−ρOF }, and it becomes clear how the
induction should proceed.
In fact, we must consider three cases, depending on the relative magnitudes of ρ and A:
(i) A − ρ < 0. Then {x ∈ OF : Q(x) ∈ t
A−ρOF } = OF and Q(OF ) ⊆ OF ⊂ t
A−ρOF ;
therefore the residue field approximation is constant, given by the diagram
OF
Q
−−−−→ tA−ρOFy y
K −−−−→
0
K
This implies W = a+ tOF with a constant residue field approximation:
a+ tOF
q
−−−−→ b + tAOFy y
K −−−−−−−−→
(q(a)−b)t−A
K.
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(ii) A− ρ = 0. Again, {x ∈ OF : Q(x) ∈ t
A−ρOF } = OF ; the residue field approximation
is clearly
OF
Q
−−−−→ OFy y
K −−−−→
Q
K
Therefore W = a+ tOF , with residue field approximation
a+ tOF
q
−−−−→ b + tAOFy y
K −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
Q(X)+(q(a)−b)t−A
K.
(iii) A− ρ > 0. Here we may use the inductive hypothesis and proposition 4.5 to write
{x ∈ OF : Q(x) ∈ t
A−ρOF } =
⊔
i
di + t
eiOF ,
with residue field approximations ψi(X), say:
di + t
eiOF
Q
−−−−→ tA−ρOFy y
K −−−−→
ψi
K
Therefore W =
⊔
i a+ dit+ t
ei+1OF , with residue field approximations
a+ dit+ t
ei+1OF
q
−−−−→ b+ tAOFy y
K −−−−−−−−−−−−−→
ψi(X)+(q(a)−b)t−A
K.
For q(X) as in the previous two propositions, these two decomposition results completely
describe {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b + t
AOF } in terms of ≤ (deg q)
A translated fractional ideals
equipped with polynomial residue field approximations. Moreover, the proof of the second
result gives some insight into how structure of the polynomial q effects the resulting residue
field approximations. For applications beyond those described in this paper, it will be necessary
to better understand how the decomposition varies with b and A. For small A we have the
following result:
Lemma 4.7. Let q(X) be a polynomial with coefficients in OF , of degree ≥ 1 and such
that q′ has non-zero image in K[X ]; let A = 1 or 2. There are finitely many b1, . . . , bm ∈ OF
such that if b ∈ OF and {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b + t
AOF , q
′(x) = 0} is non-empty, then b ≡ bi
mod tAOF for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
Proof. First suppose A = 1. Then {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b+ t
AOF , q
′(x) = 0} being non-empty
implies that b is the image under q of one of the finitely many roots of q′.
Now suppose that A = 2. Then the argument is just the same as for A = 1, except it is
important to observe the following: if a1, a2 ∈ OF are equal modulo tOF , and q
′(ai) = 0 for
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i = 1, 2, then q(a1) = q(a2) mod t
2OF . This follows from the Taylor expansion and the fact
that q′(ai) ∈ tOF .
Decomposition results similar to the previous ones are common in model theory; for example,
in the theory of algebraically closed valued fields [22], every definable subset of the field is a
finite disjoint union of points and ‘Swiss cheeses’. Further, these decompositions are related to
ramification theory and rigid geometry through A. Abbes and T. Saito’s [1] [2] ramification
theory for complete discrete valuation fields with imperfect residue field, about which we will
now say some more.
Until Abbes and Saito’ work it was a significant open problem to systematically generalise
the classical ramification theory for complete discrete valuation fields with perfect residue field
to the imperfect residue field situation; some alternative approaches are due to J. Borger [4]
[3], K. Kato [13] [14], and I. Zhukov [28] [29]. Geometrically, the importance of this lies in the
following situation. If φ : S1 → S2 is a finite morphism between smooth, projective surfaces,
over a field k which is allowed to be perfect, then according to Zariski’s ‘purity of the branch
locus’, the ramification of φ occurs along curves. Let B ⊂ S1 be an irreducible curve with
generic point y, and set
K(S1)y = FracÔS1,y ;
this is a complete discrete valuation field whose residue field is k(B). Moreover, we have a finite
extension
K(S1)y/K(S2)φ(y),
whose ramification properties reflect the local ramification of φ along B. But k(B) will be
imperfect and K(S1)y/K(S2)φ(y) may have an inseparable residue field extension.
We now give a summary of the basics of Abbes and Saito’s theory. There is a more extensive
overview by L. Xiao [25]. Let L/M be a finite, Galois extension of complete discrete valuation
fields with arbitrary residue fields. Then OL is a complete intersection algebra over OM (since
they are both regular local rings) and we may therefore write
OL = OM [T1, . . . , Tn]/〈f1, . . . , fn〉
for a regular sequence f1, . . . , fn.
Now, for any real a ≥ 1, one introduces the rigid space
XaL/M = {x ∈ (M
alg)n : νM (xi) ≥ 0 all i, νM (fi(x)) ≥ 0 all i},
where νM : M
alg → Q ∪ {∞} is the extension of the discrete valuation on M . Let pi0(X
a
L/M )
denote the set of connected components (in the sense of rigid geometry) of this space; if n = 1,
which one may assume if L/M is separable, then it follows from our decomposition results 4.5
and 4.6 that these components are balls. As a→∞, XaL/M will consist of |L :M | small balls;
conversely, X0L/M is a single large ball. A central idea of Abbes and Saito’s theory is to analyse
the behaviour of XaL/M as a varies; in particular, when it breaks into |L/M | balls. This will
soon be made precise.
The natural action of the absolute Galois group Gal(Malg/M) on XaL/M induces an action
on pi0(X
a
L/M ), which then factors transitively through G = Gal(L/M).
Remark 4.8. To motivate what follows, let us briefly suppose that M has perfect residue
field. Let ηL/M : [−1,∞] → [−1,∞] be the inverse of the Hasse-Herbrand function ψL/M ,
relating the upper and lower ramification filtrations by Ga = GψL/M(a) (see [5] or [20]). Then
it is not hard to prove:
For a ≥ −1, σ ∈ G acts trivially on pi0(X
ηL/M (a)+1
L/M ) if and only if σ ∈ Ga.
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(A nice sketch is given in [25]). So, for any a ≥ −1, the kernel of the action of G on pi0(X
a+1
L/M )
is Ga.
Abbes and Saito take this final observation in this remark as the definition of the upper
filtration in their theory:
Definition 4.9. Let L/M be a finite, Galois extension of complete discrete valuation fields.
The upper ramification filtration on G = Gal(L/M), is defined, for a ≥ −1, by
Ga = ker(G→ Aut(pi0(X
a+1
L/M ))).
Starting from this definition of the upper ramification filtration, Abbes and Saito develop
fully a ramification theory forM . Xiao has augmented their work by establishing the Hasse-Arf
integrality theorem for certain conductors [26] [27].
Now suppose that M = F is our two-dimensional local field. As discussed above, a problem
which will appear later is the variation of the sets {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b+t
AOF } as b varies across
OF . This is related, albeit mysteriously, with understanding the ramification of extensions of
the form F (α)/F , where α is a root of q(X) − b. In fact, we will soon assume that q(0) = 0,
and an alternative viewpoint is that both the integration and ramification theories study the
monodromy action of (x, y) 7→ y − q(x) around zero. Unfortunately, there are currently no
precise comparison results between the integration and ramification theories.
5. Non-linear changes of variables
In this section we investigate the behaviour of Fubini functions on F × F under certain
non-linear changes of variables. More precisely, we consider the following:
Conjecture 5.1. Let a1, a2 ∈ F , n1, n2 ∈ Z, and let h(X) be a polynomial over F . Then
for any Schwartz-Bruhat function f on K × K, letting g = f (a1,a2),(n1,n2) be the lift of f at
(a1, a2), (n1, n2), the function
Φ(x, y) = g(x, y − h(x))
is Fubini on F × F , with repeated integral equal to that of f .
The conjecture is false in the generality in which we have stated it, though an important
special case has already been done treated in a previous paper of the author:
Theorem 5.2. With notation as in the conjecture, if deg h ≤ 1 then the conjecture is true.
Proof. The main result of [17], for a two-dimensional space, is that for any τ ∈ GL2(F ),
the function (x, y) 7→ g(τ(x, y)) is Fubini on F × F . The conjecture is a special case of that
result when deg h = 1; in fact, it essentially follows from lemma 3.7 of [17]
If deg h = 0 then the conjecture follows from translation invariance of the integral; see
proposition 3.3 and remark 3.4.
Because of the previous theorem, we will have in mind polynomials h(X) of degree at least
2, though our results are equally valid for lower degree. We will be interested in conditions on
the data a1, a2, n1, n2, h such that the conjecture is true for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f .
We assign to the data two invariants as follows:
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Definition 5.3. Let a1, a2, n1, n2, h be data for the conjecture, and write h(a1 + t
n1X) =
h(a1) + t
Rq(X), where R ∈ Z, q ∈ OF [X ], and the image of q in K[X ] is non-zero. Note that
q(0) = 0.
The depth and normalised polynomial associated to the data are defined to be R− n2 and
q(X) respectively.
A summary of what we know about the validity of the conjecture, classified by the depth
and normalised polynomial, may be found in section 8. The sense in which the depth and
normalised polynomial are invariants, and why they are useful, is given by the following lemma
in which we reduce the conjecture to a special case:
Lemma 5.4. Fix a polynomial q ∈ OF [X ] with nonzero image in K[X ] and no constant
term, and an integer R ∈ Z. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) the conjecture is true for all data a1, a2, n1, n2, h with depth R and normalised polyno-
mial q;
(ii) the conjecture is true for all data of the form 0, 0, 0, 0, h with depth R, normalised
polynomial q, and such that h(0) = 0;
(iii) for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f on K ×K, the function
(x, y) 7→ f0(x, y − tRq(x))
is Fubini;
(iv) for all Schwartz-Bruhat functions f on K ×K, the following hold: for each y ∈ F , the
function x 7→ f0(x, y − tRq(x)) is integrable, then that y 7→
∫F
f0(x, y − tRq(x)) dx is
integrable, and finally that
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − tRq(x)) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v) dudv.
Proof. Clearly (i)⇒(ii). The only data satisfying the conditions of (ii) are 0, 0, 0, 0, tRq, and
so (ii)⇔(iii).
(iii)⇒(i): So assume (iii), letting a1, a2, n1, n2, h be data for the conjecture with depth R and
normalised polynomial q. Let f be Schwartz-Bruhat on K ×K and write g = f (a1,a2),(n1,n2).
Note that h(a1 + t
n1X) = h(a1) + t
R+n2q(X), and that therefore for all x, y ∈ F ,
g(a1 + t
n2x, a2 + t
n2y − h(a1 + t
n1x)) = f0(x, y − t−n2h(a1 + t
n1x))
= f0(x, (y − t−n2h(a1))− t
Rq(x)).
By (iii), this final function of (x, y) differs from a Fubini function by translation. So (x, y) 7→
g(x, y− h(x)) differs from a Fubini function only by translation and scaling, and hence is itself
Fubini, by proposition 3.3. Therefore we have proved (i).
(iii)⇔(iv): First note that for any x ∈ F , the function y 7→ f0(x, y − tRq(x)) is just the
translation of y 7→ f0(x, y) by tRq(x); since f0 is Fubini this is integrable, and translation
invariance of the integral implies
∫F
f0(x, y − tRq(x)) dy =
∫F
f0(x, y) dy.
But as a function of x this is integrable, again since f0 is Fubini, and
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − tRq(x)) dydx =
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y) dydx.
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Now by remark 3.4 and Fubini’s theorem for K ×K,
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y) dydx =
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v) dudv.
By the definition of a Fubini function, it now follows that (x, y) 7→ f0(x, y−tRq(x)) is Fubini
if and only if the dxdy repeated integral is well-defined and equals
∫
K
∫
K f(u, v)dudv, which
is precisely what is stated in (iv).
With these reductions at hand it is straightforward to establish the conjecture in the case of
non-negative depth:
Theorem 5.5. Let a1, a2, n1, n2, h be data for the conjecture, and suppose that the asso-
ciated depth is non-negative. Then the conjecture is true.
Proof. By the reductions, we suppose that q ∈ OF [X ] is a polynomial with no constant
term and non-zero image in K[X ], that R ≥ 0 is an integer, and we will prove condition (iv)
of the lemma above. Write h(X) = tRq(X), and let f be Schwartz-Bruhat on K ×K.
The assumption on R implies that all coefficients of h are integral, and for y ∈ F we have
{x ∈ OF : y − h(x) ∈ OF } =
{
OF y ∈ OF ,
∅ y /∈ OF .
Hence if y ∈ OF , we see that x 7→ f
0(x, y − h(x)) is the lift of
u 7→ f(u, y − h(u))
at 0, 0, where h is the image of h in K[X ]. If y /∈ OF , then f
0(x, y − h(x)) = 0 for all x in F .
Integrating with respect to x therefore obtains
∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dx =
{∫
K
f(u, y − h(u)) du y ∈ OF ,
0 y /∈ OF ,
which simply says that y 7→
∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dx is the lift of
v 7→
∫
K
f(u, v − h(u)) du
at 0, 0.
Hence we may integrate with respect to y to get
∫F ∫F
f0(x, y − h(x)) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K f(u, v − h(u)) dudv
=
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v − h(u)) dvdu
where the second line follows from the first by Fubini’s theorem on K × K. The result now
follows by translation invariance of the measure on K and lemma 5.4.
Remark 5.6. This is convenient opportunity for an additional remark on ramification
theory. According to our discussion at the end of section 4, the conjecture relates to the
monodromy or ramification of q(X)−Y around the origin. Non-negative depth corresponds to
the unramified situation, so the previous theorem could be stated as “The conjecture is true
in the unramified case”.
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6. Negative depth
Having reduced the problem as far as possible and treated the relatively easy case, we discuss
the case of negative depth in this section and the following section 7.
For this section and the next we fix the following notation: R < 0 a negative integer as the
depth; a polynomial q ∈ OF [X ] without constant term and with non-zero image in K[X ] as the
normalised polynomial; and a Schwartz-Bruhat function f on K ×K. Write Φ for the function
of F × F given by Φ(x, y) = f0(x, y − tRq(x)), and q for the image of q in K[X ].
In this section, we also assume that q does not have everywhere vanishing derivative; since
q is non-zero and without constant term, this condition can only fail to be satisfied if K has
positive characteristic p and q(X) is a purely inseparable polynomial i.e. a polynomial in Xp.
We shall drop this assumption in section 7 and see that conjecture 5.1 fails for such highly
singular q.
We will study the conjecture for data of depth R and normalised polynomial q through
condition (iv) of lemma 5.4. We will establish various conditions under which the conjecture
holds.
Remark 6.1. From the point of view of monodromy, we are now in the unferocious case;
recall that an extension of complete discrete valuation fields is said to be unferocious so long
as the residue field extension is separable. The author believes that this terminology is due to
I. Zhukov [28].
Introduce two sets: the non-singular part of q
Wns = {x ∈ OF : q
′(x) 6= 0} = {x ∈ OF : q
′(x) ∈ O×F },
and the singular part
Wsing = {x ∈ OF : q
′(x) = 0} = {x ∈ OF : q
′(x) ∈ tOF }.
By our assumption on q, the non-singular part Wns is non-empty. The corresponding singular
and non-singular parts of Φ are the restriction of Φ to these sets extended by zero elsewhere:
Φns = Φ charWns×F
Φsing = Φ charWsing×F .
Note that Φ = Φns +Φsing.
The singular and non-singular parts are treated separately. Using the decomposition result
4.5, we will now explicitly evaluate x 7→ Φns(x, y) for any y ∈ F :
Proposition 6.2. For all y ∈ F , the function x 7→ Φns(x, y) is integrable, and y 7→∫F
Φns(x, y) dx is the lift of
v 7→
∑
ω∈K
q(ω)=v
q′(ω) 6=0
∫
K
f(ω,−q′(ω)u) duX−R
at 0, R; the sum is taken over all simple solutions ω to q(ω) = v.
Moreover, this function y 7→
∫F
Φns(x, y) dx is integrable on F , with∫F ∫F
Φns(x, y) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K
f(ω, u) dωdu.
Proof. Firstly, for y /∈ tROF , we have Φ(x, y) = 0 for all x ∈ F . Now fix y = t
Ry0 ∈ t
ROF .
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Then for Φns(x, y) to be non-zero, x must belong to
{x ∈Wns : y − t
Rq(x) ∈ OF } = {x ∈ Wns : q(x) ∈ y0 + t
−ROF }
= {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ y0 + t
−ROF , q
′(x) 6= 0}
=
r⊔
i=1
ωˇi + t
−ROF ,
where ωˇi are lifts by Hensel of the simple solutions ωi in K to q(ω) = y0 and the decomposition
is provided by the decomposition result 4.5; that proposition also implies that there are
commutative diagrams
ωˇi + t
−ROF
q
−−−−→ y0 + t
−ROFy y
K −−−−−→
q′(ωi)X
K.
So we write Φns(x, y) =
∑r
i=1 gi(x), where gi is the restriction of x 7→ Φns(x, y) to ωˇi+t
−ROF ,
extended by zero elsewhere; if x = ωˇi + t
−Rx0 belongs to ωˇi + t
−ROF then the commutative
diagram implies
Φns(x, y) = gi(x) = f(ωi,−q
′(ωi)x0).
Therefore gi is the lift of the Haar integrable function
u 7→ f(ωi,−q
′(ωi)u)
at ωˇi,−R, the integral of which is∫F
gi(x) dx =
∫
K
f(ωi,−q
′(ωi)u) duX
−R
by remark 2.4. By linearity, x 7→ Φns(x, y) is integrable, with
∫F
Φns(x, y) dx =
r∑
i=1
∫
K
f(ωi,−q
′(ωi)u) duX
−R. (∗)
The previous paragraph considered a fixed value of y = tRy0 in t
ROF . We now consider the
integral (∗) as a function of y; that is,
y 7→
∫F
Φns(x, y) dx.
Recall that ω1, . . . , ωr are the simple solutions in K to q(ω) = y0. So we may rewrite the
integral as ∫F
Φns(x, y) dx =
∑
ω
∫
K
f(ω,−q′(ω)u) duX−R,
where the sum is over the finitely many ω in K which satisfy q(ω) = y0 and q
′(ω) 6= 0.
Finally, by the appendix, the function v 7→
∑
ω: q(ω)=v
q′(ω) 6=0
∫
K
f(ω,−q′(ω)u) du is in fact Haar
integrable on K with integral∫
K
∑
ω: q(ω)=v
q′(ω) 6=0
∫
K
f(ω,−q′(ω)u) dudv =
∫
K
∫
K
f(ω, u) dωdu.
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Therefore y 7→
∫F
Φns(x, y) dx is integrable on F , with
∫F ∫F
Φns(x, y) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K
f(ω, u) dωdu.
The proposition has an immediate corollary:
Corollary 6.3. If q′(X) is no-where vanishing on K, then Φ is Fubini.
Proof. If q′(X) has no roots in K, then Φ = Φns, so the previous proposition and lemma
5.4 imply Φ is Fubini.
More generally, the proposition reduces the problem to showing that the singularities of q
give no contribution to the integrals:
Corollary 6.4. The function Φ is Fubini if and only if the following hold: for each y ∈ F ,
the function x 7→ Φsing(x, y) is integrable, then that y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx is integrable, and
finally that ∫F ∫F
Φsing(x, y) dxdy = 0.
Proof. This follows immediately from the identity Φ = Φns+Φsing, the previous proposition,
lemma 5.4, and linearity.
We may verify the first requirement of corollary 6.4 using the decomposition result 4.6:
Proposition 6.5. For each y ∈ F , the function x 7→ Φsing(x, y) is integrable, and we have
the following explicit descriptions of its integral:
If y /∈ tROF , or if y ∈ t
ROF but {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ t
−Ry+ t−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} is empty, then∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx = 0.
Otherwise we have y ∈ tROF and write
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ t
−Ry + t−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} =
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF ,
where the decomposition (which depends on y) is provided by the decomposition result 4.6; let
ψj ∈ K[X ] for j = 1, . . . , N denote the corresponding residue field actions i.e.
aj + t
cjOF
q
−−−−→ t−Ry + t−ROFy y
K −−−−→
ψj
K.
commutes. Then ∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx =
∑
j
′ ∫
K
f(aj ,−ψj(u)) duX
cj ,
where the summation
∑′ is over those j ∈ {1, . . . , N} for which ψj is not a constant polynomial.
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Proof. By the definition of a lifted function, f0 vanishes off OF × OF . So if {x ∈ OF :
q(x) ∈ t−Ry + t−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} is empty for some y then x 7→ Φsing(x, y) is everywhere zero
and hence integrable; note that this set is certainly empty if y /∈ tROF .
Now fix y = tRy0 ∈ t
ROF for the remainder of the proof. Then for x ∈ F , Φsing(x, y) vanishes
unless x belongs to
{x ∈Wsing : y − t
Rq(x) ∈ OF } = {x ∈ Wsing : q(x) ∈ y0 + t
−ROF }
= {x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ y0 + t
−ROF , q
′(x) = 0}
=
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF ,
where the decomposition is as in the statement of the proposition; let ψj be the corresponding
residue field approximations. Denote by gj the restriction of x 7→ Φsing(x, y) to aj + t
cjOF ,
extended by zero elsewhere. We shall now prove that each gj is an integrable function. Indeed,
gj vanishes off aj + t
cjOF , and if x = aj + t
cjx0 ∈ aj + t
cjOF , then
gj(x) = f
0(aj + t
cjx0, t
Ry0 − t
Rq(aj + t
cjx0))
= f0(aj + t
cjx0, t
R(y0 − q(aj + t
cjx0))
= f(aj + tcjx0, tR(y0 − q(aj + tcjx0)))
= f(aj ,−ψj(x0))
by definition of the residue field approximation ψj . Therefore gj is a lifted function: it is the lift
of u 7→ f(aj ,−ψj(u)) at aj , cj. Further, since we assumed f is Schwartz-Bruhat, this function
of u is Haar integrable on K so long as ψj is not constant, and therefore gj is integrable on F ,
with ∫F
gj(x) dx =
∫
K
f(aj ,−ψj(u)) duX
cj .
However, if ψj is a constant polynomial, then gj = gj(aj) charaj+tcjOF , which is integrable
with zero integral by example 2.5.
By linearity, x 7→ Φsing(x, y) is integrable, with∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx =
∑
j
′ ∫
K
f(aj ,−ψj(u)) duX
cj ,
as required. We emphasise again that the decomposition aj , cj , ψj which we have used to express
the integral depends on y.
Corollary 6.6. If R = −1 then Φ is Fubini.
Proof. Looking at the proof of decomposition result 4.6, we see that if R = −1 (i.e. A = 1
in the notation of that result), then all the residue field approximations are constant. So by
the previous proposition,
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx = 0 for all y ∈ F . Corollary 6.4 implies Φ is Fubini.
By proposition 6.5 we now have a well defined function y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx; to establish
the validity of the conditions of corollary 6.4 the next step is to prove that this function of y is
integrable. The complication in establishing its integrability is that we lack explicit information
on the variation of the sets
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ y0 + t
−ROF , q
′(x) = 0}
as y0 runs though OF .
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We now present some results and calculations which reveal considerable insight into why
y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx can in fact fail to be integrable. We shall also give evidence that this
phenomenon is merely a result of the integration theory not yet being sufficiently developed.
Proposition 6.7. Assume that there exist b1, . . . , bm ∈ OF such that if b ∈ OF and
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b + t
−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} is non-empty, then b ≡ bi mod t
−ROF for some
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Note that this is satisfied if R = −1 or −2, by corollary 4.7.
Then y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx is a finite sum of lifts of functions of the form
v 7→
∫
K
f(a,−ψ(u)− v) duXc
for ψ ∈ K[X ] non-constant, a ∈ K, and c ≥ 1.
Proof. Let b1, . . . , bm be as in the statement of the proposition; we also assume that
b1, . . . , bm are distinct modulo t
−ROF .
By proposition 6.5, if y ∈ F is not in bit
R + OF for some i, then
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx = 0. So
letting Gi be the restriction of y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx to bit
R+OF , extended by zero elsewhere,
we have an equality of functions of y:∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx =
m∑
i=1
Gi(y).
For convenience of notation, we now fix some i and write G = Gi, b = bi. Write
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b+ t
−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} =
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF ,
with residue field approximations ψj . We claim that G is the lift of
v 7→
N∑
j=1
′
∫
K
f(aj,−ψj(u)− v) duX
cj
at b−R, 0 (the sum
∑′ is restricted to those j such that ψj is not constant). So suppose
y = btR + y0 ∈ bt
R +OF . Then of course yt
−R + t−ROF = b+ t
−ROF , and so
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ yt
−R + t−ROF , q
′(x) = 0} =
N⊔
j=1
aj + t
cjOF ,
with the residue field approximations of this decomposition given by
aj + t
cjOF
q
−−−−→ t−Ry + t−ROFy y
K −−−−−−−→
ψj(X)−y0
K.
Proposition 6.5 implies
G(y) =
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx =
N∑
j=1
′
∫
K
f(aj ,−ψj(u)− y0) duX
cj ,
proving the claim, and completing the proof.
Remark 6.8. Suppose that the assumption of the previous proposition is satisfied. Then
to establish integrability of y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx and prove it has zero integral, it is enough
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to prove that for any a ∈ K, non-constant ψ ∈ K[X ], and g Schwartz-Bruhat on K, the lift of
v 7→
∫
K
g(−ψ(u)− v) du at 0, 0 is integrable and has zero integral; let G denote this function
of F , that is,
G : F → C
y 7→
{∫
K g(−ψ(u)− y) du y ∈ OF ,
0 otherwise.
Then G may not be integrable on F . Indeed, it is not hard to show that if G were to belong
to L(F ), the space of integrable functions, then G would be the lift at 0, 0 of a Haar integrable
function on K; this Haar integrable function would then have to be v 7→
∫
K
g(−ψ(u)− v) du,
but the arguments to follow reveal that this function is Haar integrable if and only if g = 0.
We now offer the following nonsense argument for why G should be integrable, and why∫F
G(y) dy should be zero. As a lifted function, we evaluate the integral of G by theorem 2.3
to give ∫F
G(y) dy =
∫
K
∫
K
g(−ψ(u)− v) dudv
and then apply Fubini’s theorem for K and translation invariance of the integral to deduce∫F
G(y) dy =
∫
K
∫
K
g(−ψ(u)− v) dvdu
=
∫
K
∫
K
g(−v) dvdu
=
∫
K
du
∫
K
g(v)dv.
At this point it is clear why our arguments are not valid: the function v 7→
∫
K
g(−ψ(u)− v) du
is not integrable on K. However, we may apply similar nonsense to the function charOF , which
is the lift of charK , to deduce ∫F
charOF (x) dx =
∫
K
du.
Finally, example 2.5(i) implies
∫F
charOF (x) dx = 0 and so∫F
G(y) dy =
∫
K
du
∫
K
g(v)dv
=
∫F
charOF (x) dx
∫
K
g(v)dv
= 0.
It should be possible to extend the measure theory on F so that these manipulations become
rigorous. The key idea is that from the vantage point of F , the residue field K truly has zero
measure, as used above; so one expects Fubini’s theorem on K to hold for certain functions
which, though not Haar integrable, are integrable in some sense after imposing the condition∫
K du = 0. Once this is properly incorporated into the measure, the theory should become
considerably richer. It should also yield new methods to treat divergent integrals on K by
lifting them to F , applying Fubini theorem there, and then pulling the results back down to
K; this would be a refreshing contrast to the main techniques so far, which have centred around
reducing integrals on F down to K.
Example 6.9. Now we treat an example of depth −3 in which the assumption of proposi-
tion 6.7 is not satisfied. We assume R = −3, q(X) = X2, and charK 6= 2. The decompositions
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required for the proposition are given by
{x ∈ OF : q(x) ∈ b+ t
−ROF , q
′(x) = 0}
= {x ∈ OF : x
2 ∈ b+ t3OF , x = 0}
=


∅ b /∈ t2OF ,
∅ b ∈ t2OF but t−2b /∈ K
2,
b1/2 + t2OF ⊔ −b
1/2 + t2OF b ∈ t
2OF and t−2b ∈ K
×2,
t2OF b ∈ t
3OF ,
where we use Hensel’s lemma to take a square root in the third case. The associated residue
field approximations in the final two cases are given by
b1/2 + t2OF
X2
−−−−→ b+ t3OFy y
K −−−−−−−→
2b1/2t−1X
K
−b1/2 + t2OF
X2
−−−−→ b+ t3OFy y
K −−−−−−−−→
−2b1/2t−1X
K
t2OF
X2
−−−−→ b+ t3OFy y
K −−−−→
−bt−3
K.
Proposition 6.5 therefore implies that for y ∈ F ,
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx =


0 y /∈ t−1OF ,
0 y ∈ t−1OF but ty /∈ K
2,∫
K
f(0,−2(yt)1/2u) duX2
+
∫
K
f(0, 2(yt)1/2u) duX2 y ∈ t−1OF and ty ∈ K
×2,
0 y ∈ OF .
Therefore y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx is the lift of
v 7→
∫
K
f(0,−2v1/2u) + f(0, 2v1/2u) duX2 charK×2(v)
at 0,−1.
This function of F need not be integrable, but as in the previous remark, there is a good
argument to suggest that it should be, and why its integral should be zero:
Indeed, the function on the residue field has the form
J(v) =
∑
ω∈K
q(ω)=v
q′(ω) 6=0
∫
K
g(−q′(ω)u) du
where g is a Schwartz-Bruhat function onK. Now replace the integrand by g(−q′(ω)u) charK(ω)
and appeal to the appendix to deduce∫
J(v)dv =
∫ ∫
g(u) charK(ω) dωdu.
But arguing as in the proceeding remark,
∫
K dω = 0, and so
∫
K J(v) dv = 0. Of course, the
argument is nonsense because J is not integrable, but it should be after a suitable extension
of the measure.
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7. Negative depth with q purely inseparably
We maintain all notation introduced at the beginning of the previous section but drop the
additional hypothesis that q′ is not everywhere zero. Instead, we now assume K has positive
characteristic p and that q(X) is purely inseparable.
Whereas in the previous section conjecture 5.1 could fail to hold because the integration
theory is not yet sufficiently developed, causing functions not to be integrable, we will present
a result now to show that if q is purely inseparable then all required functions are integrable,
but the conjecture is simply false!
First note that, in the notation of the previous section, q′ being everywhere zero implies
Φ = Φsing. Secondly, proposition 6.5 remains valid, so that x 7→ Φ(x, y) is integrable for any
y ∈ F and we have an explicit description of its integral.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose R = −1. Then both repeated integrals of Φ are well-defined,
but f may be chosen so that∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dxdy 6=
∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dydx.
Proof. Arguing exactly as in corollary 6.6 it follows that
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx = 0 for all y ∈ F ,
and therefore y 7→
∫F
Φsing(x, y) dx = 0 is certainly integrable, with integral 0. That is,∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dxdy = 0.
The dydx integral of Φ was showed to make sense in lemma 5.4 and have value∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dxdy =
∫
K
∫
K
f(u, v) dudv.
To complete the proof simply choose f to be any Schwartz-Bruhat function on K × K such
that
∫
K
∫
K f(u, v)dudv is non-zero.
Remark 7.2. Of course, using the terminology of 6.1, we are essentially now studying the
ramification of ferocious extensions.
Further, the integration theory of [16] is easily modified to allow integration on a complete
discrete valuation field whose residue field is any infinite field equipped with discrete counting
measure; this is an elementary form of motivic integration. In that situation one may ask
similar question about changes of variables and Fubini’s theorem; results are generally easier
to prove and closer to the analogous results for a usual local field. If the residue field is perfect,
then the pathologies exhibited in this section no longer exist.
Perhaps the most immediate relation between measure theory and imperfectness is that the
set of pth powers of K have zero measure, in stark contrast with in a perfect field.
8. Summary and future work
Let us summarise our main results on conjecture 5.1. Given data a1, a2, n1, n2, h for the
conjecture, let q be the associated normalised polynomial and R the depth; then:
(i) If deg h (= deg q) ≤ 1 then the conjecture is true (theorem 5.2).
(ii) If R ≥ 0 then the conjecture is true (theorem 5.5)
(iii) If q′ is no-where vanishing on K then the conjecture is true (corollary 6.3).
(iv) If R = −1 and q is not purely inseparable, then the conjecture is true (lemma 5.4 +
corollary 6.6).
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(v) If R < −1 and q is not purely inseparable, then y 7→
∫F
Φ(x, y) dx may fail to be
integrable and so the conjecture may fail; it appears that it is possible to increase the
space of integrable functions so that the conjecture becomes true (remark 6.8 + example
6.9).
(vi) If R = −1 but q is purely inseparable, then the conjecture fails and would continue to
fail even if we increased the scope of the integral (section 7).
(vii) If R < −1 but q is purely inseparable, then similarly to case (v) calculations become
difficult. We have not included examples, but in all cases which the author can explicitly
evaluate,
∫F ∫F
Φ(x, y) dxdy = 0, Thus the conjecture seems to fail as in (vi).
There are some immediate directions which demand study:
(i) The integral must be extended to a wider class of functions so that the nonsense
manipulations in remark 6.8 and example 6.9 become valid. We should consider more
general changes of coordinates on F ×F than (x, y) 7→ (x, y−h(x)). Similar methods to
those in this paper will be required: firstly one needs to approximate the transformation
at the level of K ×K and find a suitable decomposition. This will lead to integrals over
K which can be explicitly evaluated as well as some functions on F ; these functions on F
will perhaps be within the scope of the integral, or instead will provide further impetus
for extending the integral.
(ii) The second issue concerns ramification. The imprecise relations between integration
and ramification (it seems to be more useful to take the point of view of monodromy)
which we have had occasion to mention should be made concrete. Perhaps this will
be possible through a suitable theory of two-dimensional local zeta functions, just as
the one-dimensional theories of local zeta functions and Igusa zeta functions capture
ramification data of abelian extensions and monodromy of singularities. An enjoyable
introduction to some of these topics, in dimension one, may be found in [21]
Also, the following seems worth consideration:
Remark 8.1. Let us return to the situation of remark 4.8, supposing that L/M is a finite,
Galois extension of complete, discrete valuation fields with perfect residue fields. The definition
of the Hasse-Herbrand function implies that
dψL/M
da
(a) = e−1L/M |G
a|−1,
at least away from the ramification breaks, and therefore that
ψL/M (a) = e
−1
L/M
∫a
−1
|Gx|−1 dx− 1,
since both sides are = −1 at a = −1. But |G : Gx| = |pi0(X
x+1
L/M )|, and so
ψL/M (a) = f
−1
L/M
∫a+1
0
|pi0(X
x
L/M )| dx − 1 (∗)
for all a ≥ −1.
If we think of ‘the number of connected components’ as a measure, then (∗) is a repeated
integral taken over certain fibres, and it is exactly the variation of the fibres which contributes
to the interesting structure of the Hasse-Herbrand function. Whether this repeated integral
interpretation of ramification can be more systemically exploited in the local setting is an
interesting question.
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Appendix A. Evaluation of an important integral on K
Let K be a local field, f a Fubini function of K ×K, and ψ ∈ K[X ] a polynomial with ψ′
not everywhere zero. We discuss the function of K given by
J(v) =
∑
ω∈K
ψ(ω)=v
ψ′(ω) 6=0
∫
K
f(ω,−ψ′(ω)u) du.
Note that the assumption that f is Fubini implies that J is defined (i.e. not infinite) for all v.
We will prove the following:
Proposition A.1. The function J is integrable on K, with∫
K
J(v) dv =
∫
K
∫
K
f(ω, u) dωdu.
Proof. The proof is an exercise in analysis over a local field. Let Σ = {x : ψ′(x) = 0} be
the finite set of singular points of ψ.
Let v0 ∈ K and assume that there is a non-singular solution to ψ(Y ) = v0. The inverse
function theorem for complete fields (see e.g. [11]) implies that there exists an open disc
V ∋ v0, open discs Ω1, . . . ,Ωn, and K-analytic maps λi : V → Ωi, i = 1, . . . , n (that is,
representable in V by a convergent power series) with the following properties:
(i) Ω1, . . . ,Ωn are pairwise disjoint;
(ii) ψ(Ωi) = V for each i; moreover, ψ|Ωi and λi are inverse diffeomorphisms between Ωi
and V ;
(iii) the non-singular solutions in K to ψ(Y ) = v0 are Y = λ1(v0), . . . , λn(v0).
Moreover, we claim that, possibly after shrinking the sets Ωi, V , we may further assume
(iv) for any v ∈ V , the non-singular solutions in K to ψ(Y ) = v are Y = λ1(v), . . . , λn(v).
For if not, then there would exist a sequence (xn)n in K such that xn /∈
⋃
i Ωi for all n
and ψ(xn) → v0; the relative compactness of ψ
−1(V ) now allows us to pass to a convergent
subsequence of (xn), giving an element x ∈ K \
⋃
i Ωi which satisfies ψ(x) = v0. But this
contradicts (iii) and so proves our claim. Informally, the λi parametrise the non-singular
solutions of ψ(Y ) = v, for v ∈ V .
For v ∈ V , we deduce that
J(v) =
∫ n∑
i=1
f(λi(v),−ψ
′(λi(v))u) du
and so ∫
V
J(v) dv =
n∑
i=1
∫
K
∫
V
f(λi(v),−ψ
′(λi(v))u) dvdu
=
∑
i
∫
K
∫
V
|ψ′(λi(v))|
−1f(λi(v), u) dvdu
=
∑
i
∫
K
∫
Ωi
f(ω, u) dωdu
=
∫
K
∫
ψ−1(V )
f(ω, u) dωdu
by Fubini’s theorem and an analytic change of variables v = ψ(ω). An elementary introduction
to change of variables in integrals over non-archimedean fields may be found in [24].
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If J is replaced by J charA for any measurable subset A ⊆ V then this working is easily
modified to show ∫
A
J(v) dv =
∫
K
∫
ψ−1(A)
f(ω, u) dωdu. (∗)
It is now easy to see that ψ(K \Σ) admits a partition into countably many Borel sets (Aj)
∞
j=1
where (∗) holds with Aj in place of A for each A. Therefore∫
K
J(v) dv =
∑
j
∫
Aj
J(v) dv
=
∑
j
∫
K
∫
ψ−1(Aj)
f(ω, u) dωdu
=
∫
K
∫
Ω
f(ω, u) dωdu
where Ω = ψ−1(ψ(K \ Σ)) = K \ ψ−1(ψ(Σ)) differs from K only by a finite set. So we have
reached the desired result: ∫
K
J(v) dv =
∫
K
∫
K
f(ω, u) dωdu.
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